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Abstract

Remote Earth Sensing has demonstrated its The SPOT HRV has shown that 10m resolution
usefulness in a range of applications and is panchromatic channel is well suited to
increasingly seen as a viable commercial 1:100000 mapping, but is limited in its use
proposition. However previous remote sensing for 1:50000 mapping. The production of
missions have required massive spacecraft 1:25000 maps would certainly require a
which are costly to build. A Lightsat higher ground resolution, but as 1:25000
mission is seen as a possible way of maps are not widely used, except in the USA,
reducing up front costs and would therefore 1:50000 mapping is seen as the most
be seen as a more attractive commercial attractive commercially. The production of
proposition. 1:10000 maps would require a spatial

resolution of -1m which while not impossible
In order to achieve a given spatial is certainly difficult both technically and
resolution a lightsat remote sensing politically. Having identified 1:50000
spacecraft, of necessity carrying smaller mapping as the prime target a spatial
instruments, would have to fly at much lower resolution of -5m is indicated.
altitude, between 200 and 350 km.

The use of SPOT HRV data for mapping
The Royal Aerospace Establishment, indicates that there is an opening for a
Farnborough, UK is currently developing Ion mission which has as its prime purpose the
Propulsion units which could be used on such production of stereo imagery, unlike SPOT
a mission for the purpose of drag where stereo products are ancillary to the
compensation. The effect of atmospheric drag main nadir-viewing function.
on the spacecraft in such low orbits is
assessed and a drag compensation system The Optical Mapping Instrument (OMI) has
using UK-10 Ion Propulsion units is been the subject of an extended study in the
outlined. A spacecraft configuration is UK and the system has been designed to meet
presented which would minimise aerodynamic the requirements for 1:50000 mapping. For
drag while maximising power generation the purpose of this study the ESA Polar
capability from solar arrays. Strategies for Platform has been assumed to offer the most
minimising atomic oxygen erosion effects are realistic flight opportunity. This choice
discussed. All the spacecraft subsystems are fixes the altitude at which OMI will operate
assessed with respect to the special (824 km) and in order to obtain -5m spatial
problems associated with LEO. An instrument resolution on the ground OMI must
design, capable of 5m spatial resolution on necessarily be large which also means
the ground, is presented. A mission lifetime massive and hence costly. Other options
of three years was the baseline for this exist but these scenarios are also costly
study. with the launcher, spacecraft bus and

instrument each absorbing -30% of the start-
This paper describes possible lightsat up costs, with the ground segment at -10%.
remote sensing spacecraft sub-systems based
on the results of the study described above. It is therefore worth considering a scenario
The influence of all significant sub-system where the space-segment costs are driven
design drivers is illustrated in the design. down to the lowest levels possible. This is

the Lightsat scenario. A reduced size
instrument would be flown, necessarily at a
much lower altitude (-200-350 km) to achieve
the same spatial resolution on the ground.

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE The cost of the smaller instrument and the
spacecraft bus would be considerably reduced

1.1 Purpose of the Study as would the cost of the launcher,
especially if a piggy-back launch were

In the UK it is taken for granted that good feasible.
maps are available, and this is true in much
of the developed world. The same is not true The problem with such a scenario is that at
of the world generally. Most of the world such low altitudes the aerodynamic drag onstill remains to be mapped at medium scales the spacecraft would be considerable and in
i.e 1:100000, 1:50000 and 1:25000. order to compensate for such drag a large

amount of propellent would have to be
Conventionally, the raw data for mapping is carried thereby negating the saving in mass.
obtained by aerial survey, and photographic A solution to the problem is afforded by the
stereo pairs. While the technology involved use of ion propulsion for drag compensation.
in this is fairly straightforward the Ion propulsion systems have very large
process is labour intensive and response specific impulses and a system such as the
time is long due to the need to obtain UK 10 could provide the required level of
flying permission. In areas of military thrust without the penalty of having to
tension this may not even be possible, carry a large propellant mass.
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The aim of this report therefore is to asses These stereo pairs can be analysed to
the technical viability of the use of ion extract height information, and products
propulsion for drag compensation on a such as Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) or
Lightsat Remote Sensing Vehicle (LRSV). Also Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) and contour
to enable useful comparison with the OMI maps may be generated.
Polar Platform mission the baseline
capabilities of the LRSV mission will be as
close as possible to the OMI Polar Platform 1.3 Stereo Viewing Configuration
mission

The major drawback of the SPOT HRV
configuration for stereo imaging is that

1.2 Imagery from Space because of the across-track nature of stereo
viewing, the left and right images are

The history of remote sensing of the Earth produced at different times, often weeks
from space has seen an trend to higher apart. In such cases, matching the stereo
resolution. Reference 15 lists the principal images is difficult.
recent and current satellite remote sensing
systems. If the civil market the SPOT HRV Only -8% of the scenes in the SPOT HRV
instrument can obtain 10m pixels archive are entirely cloud-free. This also
panchromatic and 20m pixels in 2 additional makes matching of images difficult. The
multispectral visible bands. minimum interval between imaging

opportunities depends upon latitude, but it
The older LANDSAT Thematic Mapper (TM) is typically 3-5 days.
instrument provides poorer spatial
resolution at 30m pixels but has better The basis for the OMI study was that the
spectral resolution having 7 spectral bands, basic instrument characteristics were known
including near-infrared and thermal- to be 5m pixel size and along-track stereo,
infrared, using two separate telescopes. The LRSV

mission will also employ along-track stereo
The technologies employed in the two viewing.
instrument concepts are different: the TM
uses mechanical scanning with single-pixel
detectors, but the HRV uses linear CCD 1.4 Choice of Spectral Bands
arrays in a pushbroom configuration,
observing a complete across-track line of The LRSV will employ the same spectral bands
pixels simultaneously. Figure 1 shows the as the OMI instrument. Thus a stereo mapping
Push Broom scanning principle. band (700-900 nm) close to the LANDSAT TM

Band 4 and to the SPOT HRV PAN band, which
are known to be good for mapping, having
good haze penetration characteristics.
Within this band a Near Infrared (NIR)

ccou -channel will cover a wavelength range from
Arm 700 to 900 nm with a spatial resolution of

5m on the ground. Two visible (VIS) channels
will have bandwidths of 40nm and be situated
within the spectral range 500 to 700 nm,

sn-i, probably 520-600 nm and 630-690 nm which
v,,iy.l qwOpical C-- wr appear to give the best results in feature

F VsT. extraction from TM data. A High Resolution
(HR) channel will cover a wavelength range
from 700 to 900 nm with a spatial resolution
of 2.5 m, but with a greatly reduced swath
width compared to the NIR and VIS channels;
this is because of data rate requirements.
Figure 2 shows simplified spectral response
curves for five surfaces in the visible and
near infrared parts of the electromagnetic

" .. Vu.^ spectrum. Example channels of SPOT, Landsat
N -uinnu \ and Noaa sensors are shown.

1 R ul t o SIttslis
Moon HRV  
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SI M TM TM I TM I Landsa

EARTH
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Figure 1. Push Broom Scanning Principle -snow
- --------- Healthy vegetation

S.Stressed or senescent

a i. vegetation
The SPOT spacecraft carries two HRV r o
instruments, and these are capable of having .-- '.
their viewing directions offset across- .... ',
track. The primary reason for this offset
capability is to permit more frequent sate
viewing opportunities of any given location 04Bl 0U O 06R 0 08 09 1, 11 )m
on the Earth's surface from the sun- 4o00 00 s00 1000 nm
synchronous (980 inclination) orbit. A Wavelength
secondary reason is that by offsetting to
port on one orbit, and to starboard on Figure 2. Simplified Spectral Response
another, it becomes possible to produce curves for 5 surfaces in the Visible and
stereo image pairs. Near Infrared
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Figure 3 shows absorbtion and transmission 2.1.1 Models of the Atmosphere
by the atmosphere in the visible and near
infrared parts of the electromagnetic The models of the atmosphere used for the
spectrum. Example channels for Landsat, Noaa purpose of this report are the 1977 Jacchia
and Meteosat sensors are shown. models. These models essentially consist of

two parts: 1) the basic static models, which
give temperature and density profiles for
the relevant atmospheric constituents for

I' 1l'1 I ', I Lana any specified exospheric temperature, and 2)
vHAR , OA a set of formulae to compute the exosphericS 2 temperature and expected deviations from the

0 VISIBLE oNEAR INFRARED static models as a result of all recognisedVL A types of thermospheric variation.

0 3

a | 2.1.1.1 Static Models
<  

The temperature profiles start from c
constant value To=188 K at the height z =9002 04 06 08 10 2 0 km with a gradient G,=(dT/dz)-,, =0, rise to02 04 06 08 1.0 12 M

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 nm an inflection point at a fixed height z,=125
Wavelength km, and become asymptotic to a temperature

T' ,the exospheric temperature. Figure 4
shows the variation of exospheric

[ elmn I uMeeosa temperature with solar flux, F 0 .7.
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Figure 3. Absorbtion and Transmission by the
Atmosphere in the Visible and Near Infrared

4'1000
2.0 THE SPACECRAFT BUS

2.1 Orbit Perturbations

All satellites are subject to perturbations
in their orbits. The table below summarises
the effects of the orbital perturbations.
'Secular' refers to effects which are
additive over a long period, and 'periodic' Wx 0
refers to effects which vary in magnitude A MOOTHED IO.?- SOLAR FLUX
over a definite period. Large effects are of
the order of -100 km per day, moderate Figure 4. Mean Global Exospheric Temperature
effects -10 km per month, and small effects as a Function of Smoothed F 0.7 Solar Flux
1-2 km.

Table 1. Orbital Perturbations of Close
Earth Satellites Both the

temperature T, and the temperature gradient
Gx at the inflection point are functions of

e...t, .rl. iodn:c T , defined as follows:

i iLrg. sll ,od.rat. .11 ' r,-To 110. 5sinh-0. 0045 (T-T,) (I)

oravicational 1.11 ------- .

Atmaosp-hIr c . * -------- .O

-Lu olI------ ------- - ------- .... n ,1.9 (2)
Zx-z

o

For the purpose of this study periodic
effects and small secular effects can be where
ignored. T=188 K

z,=90 km
z,=125 km

The temperature profiles are given by the
following:
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For Hydrogen We took (, proportional to the
7-T,+ T tan-t G (z-z,)[1+5.SX10- (z-z)2 number density at a height of 500 km, as

-)' n/ - (/2) given by:

(3) log 0nsoo, H) 5.94.28.9 T
1
'/ (5)

for z > z. (z in km)

log* (H) =6.90 -28.9 T.'
1  

(6)

Figure 5 shows temperature profiles for
various representative exospheric
temperatures, and a diffusion coefficient D taken from the

US Standard Atmosphere 1976:

" - D=2.0x102o
0  (7)

where
w N = Total Number Density

Figure 6 shows the number densities of
individual atmospheric constituents as a
function of height for an exospheric
temperature T. = 2000 K. Figure 7 shows the
mean molecular mass as a function of height
for various representative exospheric

- temperatures. Figure 8 shows the variation
of atmospheric density with altitude.

Figure 5. 4 Atmospheric Temperature Profiles
for Different Exospheric Temperatures GEOMETRIC E )

GEOMETRIC HEIGrT (km)

,
0  500 ;0 15C0 2000 2500

We have assumed that the atmosphere is T~ ' c 20 0 0 K

composed only of nitrogen, oxygen, argon, E
helium and hydrogen, in a condition of
mixing up to 100 km and in diffusion above "
this height. The sea level composition is as
for the US Standard Atmosphere 1962 (COESA, o,
1962). .' - He

Table 2. Assumed Sea-Level Composition of -  --0
the Atmosphere z Ar 02 N 0

,o_ \ \ ,
0 500 COG 1500 2000

Constituent Fraction by Molecular GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT (km)
Volume q(i) Weight Mi

Nitrogen 0.78110 28.034 Figure 6. Number Densities of IndividualNitrogen 0.78110 28.0134 Atmospheric Constituents for Exospheric
(N,) Temperature T.=2000 K as a Function of Height
Oxygen (02) 0.20955 31.9988

Argon (Ar) 0.009343 39.948

Helium (He) 0.000005242 4.0026

Total 1.00000

The number densities n(i) at 100 km from ;-
observed data are taken as the boundary L
values in the integration of the diffusion
equation, which is used to compute n(i) for
heights above 100 km. We can write the '
equation in the form: ' ~, ,

dn(i)d dz( ) (4)
n(i) T H, D n(i)

for z >100 km SE.C -- :
where Figure 7. Mean Molecular Mass as a Functiona, = Thermal Diffusion Coefficient of of Height for Various Exosphericspecies i Temperatures

= -0.38 (Helium,)
= -0.25 (Hydrogen)
= 0 (All Other Constituents)

0 = Vertical Flux of species i
= 0 (All Constituents except
Hydrogen)

D = Mutual Diffusion Coefficient
H = R'T/M.g (the scale height of species

i)
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2.1.2.1 Equator Crossing Time

For the purpose of this study the local pass
S. times at the equator should be approximately

10.30 PM and 10.30 AM. This will correspond
to an angle of 22.50 between the orbitalplane of the spacecraft and the Sun. The
launch time must therefore be chosen to
accommodate this.

. 2.1.2.2 Altitude

:0 4L . .For the purpose of this study, thew o 3 :~ spacecraft altitude (height above the- subsatellite point on the reference sphere)shall be taken as being 292 km.Figure 8. Variation of Atmospheric Density
with Altitude

2.1.2.3 Inclination
2.1.1.2 Atomic Oxygen Environment For the purpose of this study, the orbital
The Atomic Oxygen Flux experienced by the inclination will be calculated to correspond
materials of which the spacecraft is to a regression of the line of nodes of 10fabricated is calculated using the per day. The orbit will therefore be Sun-
atmospheric data in section 2.1.1.2. The synchronous.
methods for circular and transfer orbits are
essentially the same. When considering the 2transfer orbits, an upper altitude limit 2.1.2.4 Orbital Period
where the atomic oxygen content has reduced For the purpose of this study, theto an insignificant value must be assumed.r of this study, the
Above this altitude atomic oxygen effects spacecraft orbital period shall be taken as
can be ignored. being 5421 seconds (90 mins 21 secs)

To evaluate the atomic oxygen flux and
erosion rates the exospheric temperature 2.1.2.5 Ground Speed
must be found, which is in turn dependant For the purpose of this study,upon the value of F,,., chosen. Reference 2 osceraft urpose of this study, the
contains all the relevant information, but spacecraft speed over the ground shall be
for the purpose of this report a high value taken as being 7.73 kms-.
of F10.7=260 is adopted which corresponds to
an exospheric temperature of 1800 K. From
the exospheric temperature and the altitudeixel Rate
of the orbit the atomic oxygen density (No
of oxygen atoms/cm3) can be found. The atomic For the purpose of this study, a data rate
oxygen flux (atoms/s/cm2 ) is then calculated of 1546 lines s-1 CCD pixel-' shall be used.oxygen flux (atoms/ is then calculated This corresponds to a CCD readout every 5mby multiplying the orbital velocity (cm/s) This corresponds to a CCD readout every 5mby the atomic oxygen density, along the ground track at the ground speeddefined above.

From the above it can be seen for instance 2.1.2.7 Slant Range
that unprotected silver surfaces will erode
away totally after -92 days! The Teflon on Figure 9 shows the geometry of the LRSVthe other hand will take -72 years to erode viewing. The slant range is shown to beaway totally. The conclusion that must be 339.8 km. It also shows that an offsetdrawn therefore is that for a mission in low capability of ±300 corresponds to aearth orbit such as LRSV the choice of sideways look distance on the ground of ±170materials from which the spacecraft can be km.
fabricated is limited to those with low
Erosion Yields. In this case low can be
taken as corresponding to a mass loss ofless than (say) 50% over 5 years which 30h = 292 km
corresponds to an Erosion Yield of < 0.1 xR = 6378 km
10-. Another possibility is that all exposed I hsurfaces are coated with atomic oxygen
resistant materials such as Teflon, Indium
Tin Oxide or Gold.

R \ R Using the Sine Rule It may
2.1.2 Mission Parameters easily be shown that:

0= 148.470The various mission parameters are dependant = 1.53
upon the choice of number of orbits per day. = 339.8 km
This in turn is driven by the desired repeat
cycle time. In order for complete viewing ofthe Earth's surface a repeat cycle time of
not less than 16 days is reouired.

Figure 9. Geometry of LRSV Viewing
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2.2 Drag Compensation Subsystem (DCS) Figure 10 shows the flow regimes experienced
by satellites of different sizes at

2.2.1 Drag Calculation different altitudes. The variation of mean
free path k. with altitude is shown by the

The drag on the spacecraft is calculated L =L curve.
using: 0

rF=/,CpaS (V)

where wa0 Fro M:lecliar F;3w /
F = Force in Newtons " ccuar F

C= 2.6 (Drag Coefficient) / /
p = Atmospheric Density, kg m' y 0nn! /
V = Velocity of the Satellite, km s-

S = Cross Sectional Area, m2

Although C, is often taken to be 2.2, a 00o
higher value is appropriate in some
circumstances, since this parameter is . 1: i
dependent on spacecraft configuration,
surface materials, and atmospheric 100
conditions. The latter are determined by 00 000 :
altitude, but also by the level of solar WS.:lte iimersion. L l)
activity and by the local time. As these Figure 10. Flow Regimes Experienced at given
factors are dependant upon the mission Altitudes as a Function of Satellite
profile which is not precisely defined a Dimension
pessimistic value of C, = 2.6 has been
assumed.

The Molecular Mach Number or speed ratio isUsing Equation 8 the maximum drag on the given by:

spacecraft can be calculated as a function
of p, calculated from the models of the
atmosphere, an estimated value of S based =  (11
upon the probable configuration of the c.
sp-cecraft and a value of V corresponding to
the spacecraft orbital velocity, where

u_= velocity of spacecraft relative to
atmosphere

c. = thermal velocity of atmosphere
2.2.2 Characterisation of Flow Regime

The variation of Molecular Mach Number with
In order to characterise the flow regime altitude is shown in Figure 11. It can be
which a satellite will encounter in low seen that for altitudes which we are
Earth orbit, the Knudsen Number and considering Molecular Mach number is -8-9.
Molecular Mach number are used. The Knudsen
Number is given by: 14

. (9) 13 \
L

-12 , \

where o 11
L = Characteristic dimension of

spacecraft -3 m 10
i. = mean free path of atmospheric T 9

species,defined by: \ Mean .rlatlo
1 28 aLe tc

S 6 ' ., . . , '

where --
0 = molecular diameter of atmospheric 1oo 150 200 250 300 350 4C 450 50

molecules
n = number density of the moleculesI ircular Orbit .eiqnf kL-

Figure 11. Variation of Molecular Mach
Flow is divided into different regimes Number with Altitude
depending on the value of the Knudsen Number
Kn, as detailed below:

Table 3. Flow Regimes at Various Knudsen 2.2.3 The Ion Thrusters
Numbers

For the purpose of this study the thrusters
used on the spacecraft will be UK-10 ion

Flow Regime Knudsen Number thrusters. This is a Kaufman type ion
thruster which uses xenon as its propellant,

Free Molecular Flow Kn. > 10 although operation with other gases is

Near Free Molecular Flow 1 < Kn_ < 10 possible.

Slip Flow Kn. < 1 The Thrust Level Th of an ion thruster is
defined by the relation:
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T1I" .Vbt.m, (12)

where
Ib = Beam Current
Vb = Beam (accelerating) Voltage ..L T A--- - ...
nc = mass to charge ratio of the ion / C

1.32 x 10' kg/C for Xenon / ..... '- .
Mioptil*r MOUOW | wo--

Further parameters of importance include the " - "
Specific Impulse I,p, the Propellant ,oo. cISOLeA OR
Utilisation Efficiency r and the Thruster i"o.
Electrical Efficiency .. These are all given ] ro.s ,,, ,IoLI '" "~0; c"""
by: o -

1 
(oTIC ,o - -------

m, Figure 12. Schematic of UK-10 Kaufman-type

\.

u=- (14)

Ion Thruster

qI'- (15)

where 100 hor Ttal Pbeer inutt°theIpg ratm = Total Propellant Flow Rate
ib = Beam Current expressed as a flow

rate
PO = Total Power input to the IPS

Po includes powers necessary for the proper
operation of the thruster but which do not
produce thrust, such as discharge power and
magnet (solenoid) power. r

thrust levels 10 mN and 25 mN, and whilst it
has been demonstrated to reach 70 mN thrust
in its present configuration data from life
cycle testing at this thrust level is not
currently available.

For the purpose of this study the thrust
level will be nominally 25 mN, at which
thrust level a lifetime for the thruster of
10000+ hours has been demonstrated.

Figure 13. Photograph of UK-10 with EarthedThe table below shows estimated masses for Screen Removed
the thruster system at 20 mN nominal thrust.

Table 4. Estimated Masses of Thruster 2.2.4 Propellant Consumption
Systems for 20 mN Nominal Thrust (kg) 2.2.4.1 The Rocket Equation

It is usual to characterise a space missionThrusterSystem Mass kg by reference to the velocity increment AV
Thruster 1.0 required to complete it.

PCCS(including 8.0 By equating the instantaneous rate of changeDPCU) of momentum to the force applied to the
Cabling 0.5 spacecraft by its propulsion system andintegrating with respect to time, it may be
Tank 1.4 shown that:
(5kgcapacity)

Flow Control 4.3 AV=-vlog_(M,/M)=v.0g(M_

Total 15.2 where

Mo = Initial mass of vehicleA schematic representation of the thruster M. = Final mass of vehicle
is shown in figure 12. Figure 13 shows a AM = mass of propellant consumedcutaway of the UK-10 thruster with the earth v. = exhaust velocityscreen removed.

7
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This, the rocket equation, clearly It is very important that the orbital
illustrates the importance of obtaining as position of the spacecraft is known
high a value of v. as possible. For a given accurately, so that corrections to the
velocity increment, a low exhaust velocity direction of the thrust vector can be made.

must be compensated for by an enormous The easiest method of orbit position
increase in AM, and therefore of the size determination is to use one of the
and cost of the vehicle, navigation satellite systems. The

alternative is constant and expensive direct
Although equation 16 involves the effective communication with ground stations and orbit
exhaust velocity of the propulsion system, determination by triangulation.
it is more usual to refer to its specific
impulse I,,, which was defined earlier as the When changes to attitude or orbit position
ratio of thrust Th to the total rate of use have been calculated they must be
of propellant, m, expressed in terms of implemented by motion of the spacecraft.
units of sea-level weight, thus: Changes in orbit are achieved by

reorientation of the primary propulsion
S T (17) thrust vector which is in effect an attitude

' o achange.

where The options investigated for the attitude
go = acceleration due to gravity at sea control reaction system included

level magnetorquers, momentum/reaction wheels, gas
mgo = m, jets and vectoring of the ion motors.

= Total propellant flow rate Magnetorqures are discounted because of mass
Th = mv. and power requirements. Gas jets are

similarly ruled out.
Equation 17 can therefore be rewritten as:

The option chosen for LRSV is
I V °  (18) momentum/reaction wheels for attitude

go .control with the ion motors being used to
dump momentum from the wheels. Wheels of
suitable size and cost are still to be

Typical values of v. and I,, are given below: identified.

Table 5. Typical Values of Specific Impulse 2.4 Power Supply
and Effective Exhaust Velocity

2.4.1 Primary Power Source (PPS) Options
PropulsioB syst- I (se) v. (k/.ec

Cd ... ... 6. . n,. 66 I 0 .6 The major power user for the LRSV will be'" 1 the Ion Propulsion subsystem typically
~d pr3O.2r. 210 33 2. 1 requiring 1.3 kw during thrusting operation.
L. p,.n...oid ..... 300 - 0 29 - 5 This amounts to > 70% of the power

0.o.e upl.n.4. o - 10 .o - 0o requirement of the spacecraft. The PPS must
Lta d nw*. riia om 6 47S S 4 .66 therefore be able to generate -2 Kw in order

m~an... hrn. i 170 - 300 1.7 - .29 to meet all the subsystems power
- ., .-d ,~,.r.. 28s - 330 2.8 - 1.2 requirements. The PPS must be able to

Hyafrtn ... o.s is 5.o generate this power level during the entire
1n,rl pop1i.-on.- or t. 2 -210 20 - 2000 mission lifetime which for LRSV will be of
"- the order of 3-5 years.

2.3 Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem Options for the PPS include:
(AOCS ) (AS) i) Batteries.
LRSV will be a three-axis-stabilised ii) Solar Cells.
vehicle. The orientation of the vehicle must iii) Nuclear-Electric Power (Reactor
be maintained to ensure a correct instrument Systems).
pointing, to maximise power generation from iv) Isotope Power Sources.
the solar arrays and to ensure good v) Solar Concentrator Power Systems.
communications. vi) Fuel Cells.

The attitude of the spacecraft will change Of the above options only ii) and iii) could
during its lifetime due to deliberate generate the required power levels for the
manoeuvres and disturbance forces. For LRSV planned mission lifetime. Option iii) is
these changes will include: ruled out because of the political

difficulties which would no doubt be
i) Rotation each orbit to maintain associated with flying a nuclear reactor in

pointing of the instruments, low Earth Orbit. The only viable option for
ii) Rotation each orbit to maintain the PPS for LRSV would therefore be Solar

thrusting direction. Arrays.
iii) Disturbances due to atmospheric drag

torques and solar pressure. Although the solar flux at 1 AU is -1400 Wm-
2, conversion efficiencies for solar cells

Attitude measurement is performed by using are typically -12% (with 16-18% presently
sensors to determine the position of known envisaged maximum efficiencies for silicon).
objects such as the sun, the moon, selected Maximum cell output power is typically -54
bright stars, even the Earths horizon. The mW/4 cm2 cell. This indicates a potential of
type of sensors used is dependant on the typically 135 Wm-2 , but this is reduced by
accuracy of pointing required. In this case geometrical factors (connections, busbars,
very high accuracy will be required and supports and deployment mechanisms) to about
therefore the sensors will be high cost. 100 Wm'.
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In order to generate 2 kW LRSV would have to pixel distortion in the observed image and
deploy an array area of -20 m2. No account of the slant range are also related to angular
array degradation due to radiation or atomic offset. Graphs of revisit time and slant
oxygen damage is made in these calculations, range v angular offset are included in the
but including these factors would lead to a appendices.
requirement for a greater array size to
guarantee 2kW capacity at end of life. For this study an angular offset capability

of ± 300 has been chosen which will
correspond to an offset capability at the

2.5 Structure ground of 170 km and a repeat time of
(2514/340) 7.4 days.

The main criterion for structural design is
to achieve the maximum usable volume for
minimum structural mass. 3.1.1.2 Along Track Viewing Angles

In order to minimise mass, the structural It has already been shown that along-track
material will ideally be a composite stereo viewing, rather than across-track, is
Options considered include: the optimum orientation, and also that an

across-track offset capability of ± 300 is
i) Form cored carbon fibre skin. required.
ii) Honeycomb filled carbon fibre

skin. For along track viewing there are four
iii) Fibre glass tubes bonded between options:

carbon fibre skins.
iv) Thermoplastic materials. i) Equal angles fore and aft

ii) Nadir and forward
iii) Nadir and aft

2.6 Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) iv) Nadir, forward and aft.

The TCS will necessarily be as simple as The angle between the two views is
possible, in order to save volume and mass. determined by the required base:height
The operational specification on the TCS ratio. It is known that ratios < -0.5 give
will be to maintain an operating temperature poor heighting accuracy and > -0.7 give
for the various subsystems to between 00 and diminishing gains in heighting. These
400 C. The requirement for the instruments correspond to angles between the stereo view
will be to meet the distortion specification of 30-400.
in the structural subsystem. This will of
course be tighter than for the spacecraft Of the options outlined ii) and iii) are
bus but'further work is needed to be able to eliminated because large offset angles
define an operational temperature and the increase the areas of the ground which are
maximum allowable temperature variations, unobservable because of the slope of the

ground. Option iv) is eliminated because of
The main features of the thermal design are: the mass penalty of carrying three

instruments instead of two.
i) The complete instrument to be wrapped

in a thermal blanket. Option i) requires two identical
ii) Temperature control of the instrument instruments, and relatively small angles

external lens by use of a baffle. offset from nadir and as a consequence the
iii) Radiators provided for internal entire globe is observable with similar

dissipations, quality. For LRSV one instrument will view
iv) The instrument will be thermally 200 forward of nadir, and the other 200 aft.

isolated from the spacecraft bus.

Thermocouples and thermistors will measure 3.1.1.3 Telescope Aperture
the temperature of the spacecraft at various
strategic points to verify the thermal With orbit altitude (292 km), offset angle
performance. (200) and ground pixel size (5m) all chosen

it is possible to perform the required
radiometric analysis to determine the

3.0 THE INSTRUMENT telescope aperture.

3.1 Geometric Requirements A 100 mm aperture emerges from radiometric
requirements. This aperture is larger than

3.1.1 Instrument Geometry that required by diffraction considerations
for 5m pixels

3.1.1.1 Across Track Offset

The equatorial circumference of the Earth is 3.1.1.4 Field of View
40074 km. If the spacecraft typically makes
15"1/1s orbits/day the distance between For a view 200 from nadir and an altitude of
successive ground tracks will be 2514 km. To 292 km, the slant range to the ground is 340
achieve complete visibility of the entire km. The image on the ground of a square
globe using an instrument with a 43.5 km instrument CCD pixel will be elongated along
swath width requires that the orbit repeat track. If the across track dimension is
cycle is at least (2514/43.5) 58 days. defined to be 5m, then an instrument pixel

(IFOV) must be of side 14.7 x 10-6 radians
As the repeat cycle is shorter than this (3.03 arc sec). 8000 x 5.4m pixels give a
there is a requirement for across-track 43.5 km swath width and an instrument field
viewing capability. The greater the angular of view of (8000 x 14.7x10"6 ) 0.118 radian
offset capability the lower the repeat time (6.730).
to revisit any point on the globe. But the

9
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The 8000 pixel arrays will have 13 micro m transmission type corrector would be
pixels so the image of the swath in the suitable. Modifications to the standard
SThe fplane will be 104 mm. The focal length Schmidt design enable a more compact
of the instrument is 700 mm. telescope, more suitable for space use.

Figure 14 illustrates the arrangement of the
3.2 Yaw Steering telescope. The flat fold mirror allows the

telescope axis to be mounted along the
LRSV will have two telescopes, one viewing satellite velocity vector with the entrance
200 forward and the other 200 aft. The Earth aperture in the side of the telescope tube.
rotates under the orbit track with a cross The orward facing telescope is identical
track ground speed which is a function of but is mounted 180' rotated to the aft
latitude and the orbit inclination. This telescope. Rotation of the telescopes aboutleads to an offset between the ground tracks the long axis is facilitated by large ringof the forward and aft telescopes, bearings, and permits each telescope to vieweither side of the ground track.
This offset can be reduced by applying an
offset to the across-track viewing angle of
the aft telescope relative to the forward fm

telescope. It is possible to apply a P
sinusoidal yaw offset to the spacecraft such
that the component of the subsatellite
ground velocity parallel to the spacecraft
pitch axis vanishes. This is known as 'Yaw
Steering'.

3.3 Specification of Instrument Functions coc- ....

3.3.1 Primary Mapping Channel . e\ ,nl x ng ---

A 5m resolution channel is the major purpose
of LRSV. The spectral range of 700-900 nm
has been selected because of the good haze
penetration characteristics which have been Figure 14. Design of Aft-Viewing Telescope
demonstrated on the Landsat TM band 4 (760-
900 nm). 900 nm is taken as an upper limit
because of the poor quantum efficiency of
CCD's in the 900-1100 nm range. As this is
the prime data source, it will be provided
with 100% redundancy. 3.5 Design of the focal Plane Assembly

Development of CCD arrays in the UK has seen3.3.2 Multispectral Information (VIS1 & arrays with up to 12000 elements and also 12VIS) pm square photodiode sensing elements in
arrays up to 8000 elements wide. For thisThe provision of 10 m imagery in different study an 8000 element wide CCD array with 13

spectral bands to the NIR channel should be Pm wide sensing elements would be required,technically straightforward and of low cost. which is around the current industryTo provide data continuity channels of standard. The resulting chip would be ofsimilar frequency to existing instruments size approx 10 mm by 104 mm. Four of theseshould be chosen. The Landsat bands 2 and 3 devices, with different filters in the CCD(520-600 nm and 630-690 nm) appear to give package cover glasses would be accommodatedthe best results for feature extraction and in the focal plane as shown in figure 15.as such will be used.

Red t CCD fo pnmc funuo Focal n showing lmil of "5m S soluion

3.3.3 High Resolution Channel (HR) pk RyonCD
Relay opics o

If part of the main swath can be imaged at m p mag by2
higher resolution than the nominal 5 m,
improved height accuracy can be achieved H

and feature extraction made easier. The aim
of this function would be to investigate the
benefits to be obtained by resolution
improvements to -2.5 m.

As this function is not directly required ccor Sy a pefor the LRSV mission it is not allowed to co . h CCD forw hgh
drive the instrument design. anns \ rm funcun

The HR channel will have the same spectral
bandpass as the NIR channel vis 700-900 nm. s

a. lc vi- - - - - Elvaion view --

3.4 Telescope Design

The Options for the design of the telescope Figure 15. Schematic of the Focal Plane
instrument investigated led to the
conclusion that a Schmidt telescope with a

S10
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i) Monitoring and control of all
4.0 GROUND SEGMENT TECHNICAL ASPECTS satellite sub-systems

ii) Attitude/Orbit determination and
prediction and manoeuvring

4.1 Ground Segment Functions iii) Operating the Low Data Rate
communications network

The ground segment for LRSV will monitor iv) Payload performance monitoring
and control the satellite throughout the
mission and will also perform payload data Tracking, Teler- . . rol (TT&C) willmanagement which should include reception, require a dedicat o on which will haveprocessing, distribution and archiving. To sight of the sat, : te on each orbit. Forfulfil these objectives the following tasks this purpose Kiruna in Sweeden is perfectly
must be fulfilled: placed. Tromso in Norway or West Freugh in

Scotland could both be used as back up
i) Mission Management stations noting that neither of these
ii) Control and Monitoring of stations is placed to view the satellite on

spacecraft bus and payload every orbit.
iii) Data Acquisition, processing and

distribution The TT&C station would be monitored by the
iv) Off-line generation of products MMCC and commands for the upcoming mission

and archiving phase would be generated by MMCC and
v) Demonstration of System transmitted by the TT&C station.

performance

Each of the functions above are described in 4.4 Data Acquisition and Processing
the following sections.

Data acquisition stations should cover the

4.2 Mission Management following tasks:

i) Payload Data Acquisition at X-Band
The primary task of Mission Management is to ii) Recording of raw data and
ensure that the mission is carried out in transmission of data via landline with user requirements. The Mission lines to a Processing and
Management and Control Centre (MMCC) will be Archiving Facility (PAF)
responsible for:

i) Mission control of spacecraft bus 4.4.1 Data Acquisition Ground Stationand payload Network
ii) Mission planning and scheduling
iii) Provision of support services such A large number of Data Acquisition Groundas orbit prediction Stations will be needed to fully utilise the

payload. Figure 16 shows the positions and
coverage of a number of stations which could4.3 Spacecraft Control and Monitoring be used for this purpose.

In order to ensure that the satellite
operates under nominal conditions and the
payload is utilised to the full the
following activities will have to be carried
out:

ASA - Alte Spring, Autralia

U T 1E - Beijing, China
S:COT - Cotopox, Equodor

A CUI - Cuba, lral

AT TQLF- BEl Fu - FucIno, l t

ISL AT- Gatneau, Canada

A SAUAJ - Holyamna, Jpan
S (UJ HOB- Hobart.Austrao

T 4 IND - Jakarta. Indonesia
ISL - I*maobaod, Pakirtan

K
1(IR  

- Kiruna, Sweden
S
0  

KUJ - Kunanrmlo, Japan

SMCA- Mar Chiquia, Argentina
PAC - Prince Albrt, Canada

SA U - Riyhd, Saudi Arabia
S SE - $ecunderabod, India

OB SPA - Mmpaomom. Canarie
SYO - Syowa, Antarctica

THA - Bangkok, Thailand

TRA SYO ^RA - O'Hggin. Antartica
TOL - Aussaguel. France
TS - Trmmv.Noray
ULA - Fairbanks, Alaska
WFS - Wed Frugh. Scotland

Figure 16. Proposed International Data Acquisition Facilities
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5.0 LAUNCH VEHICLES 5.2.1 Pegasus

Pegasus is an air-launched space booster
5.1 Piggy-Back Opportunities which has been developed by Orbital Sciences

Corporation Hercules Aerospace Company.
5.1.1 Arianespace

Pegasus is an ideal launch system for mini
Arianespace offer a number of different satellites in LEO. In its existing
options for launching micro and mini configuration it should be able to deliver
satellites. These options are discussed in up to -350 kg into a high inclination orbit
turn. ( >900 ) at -200 km or up to -300 kg into a

high inclination orbit at -330 km. Figure 17
shows the Pegasus Payload Performance.

5.1.1.1 Ariane Structure for Auxiliary
Payloads (ASAP)

I-- - . -- -

The ASAP structure can accommodate up to 6
micro-satellites each of mass < 50 kg up to \ .
200 kg maximum. The maximum dimensions of \ \
the spacecraft are 0.45 m X 0.45 m X 0.45 m. \
This system would not be able to accomr.odate
LRSV.

5.1.1.2 SPELDA Dedicated Satellites (SDS)

The SDS system can launch a single mini
satellite of between 400-800 kg. The maximum --- --
dimensions of the spacecraft are 2.578 m by , r

3.309 m diameter. The volume should be 1/2
SPELDA.

Figure 17. Pegasus Payload Performance
The cost of a launch using SDS would be -$18
Million for 400 kg rising to -$24 Million
for 800 kg.

Improvements to Pegasus which are being
5.1.1.3 High Density Satellites (HDS) investigated may allow the system to deliver

up to 50% greater mass to a high inclination
The HDS system can launch a single mini LEO.
satellite of mass 1100+ kg. The maximum
dimensions of the spacecraft for a shared The Payload Interface will accommodate a
launch would be 3.72 m by 3.65 m diameter. spacecraft up to 1.7 m' and of dimensions 193
For a dedicated launch the dimensions would cm long by 116.8 cm diameter. The estimated
be 4.158 m by 3.65 m diameter. The volume is cost of a Pegasus launch, including the
approximately 10 m3 . The cost of a launch lease of a commercial aircraft would be -$8
using HDS would be -$23 Million. Each million. Further enhancements to the system
additional kg would cost $30,000. will cost -$700,000.

5.1.2 Shuttle Transport System (STS) 5.2.2 Scout

STS would not be a viable launch method due Scout is a four stage launch vehicle which
to the extra costs involved in having to since its first launch in 1960 has
ensure the spacecraft met the stringent demonstrated > 95% success rate, placing a
safety standards demanded when flying on a variety of payloads into low earth orbits.
manned launch vehicle. Long delays with the The present system will be able to deliver
shuttle program could also jeopardise any -200 kg to 200 km or -185 kg to 330 km, both
planned mission and also prove costly. at high inclination. Modifications to Scout

are being investigated which will enhance
SD Scout's capability allowing it to deliver

5. Dedicated Launch Vehicles -100% more payload to low Earth orbit.
Sb l Vandenberg AFB would be the launch site for

Piggy back launchers may offer an any high inclination orbit payload. Figure
inexpensive way of placing a spacecraft in any high inclination orayload Performance from
orbit but they do have several drawbacks. 18 shows Scout Payload Performance from
Firstly the orbit into which the spacecraft Vandenburg AFB.

will be placed is dependant upon the primary The Payload Interface will accommodate a
customer and may not therefore be ideal for spacecraft of dimensions 1.55 m by 0.965 m
the secondary customer. Similarly for the diameter, -0.95 m3. The estimated cost of a
time of launch. diameter, -0.95 n

3
. The estimated cost of a

time of launch. Scout launch would be -$10 Million.
In the case of LRSV the orbit requirements Scout launch would be -$0 Million.
are very stringent with the time of launch
critical so that the orbital plane of the
spacecraft is at an appropriate angle to the
Sun to ensure correct rising and descending
node times and hence illumination conditions
on the Earth's surface.
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S-- ' - From analysis of previous remote sensing
- . .  .  - - missions and taking into account the primary

function of the spacecraft, namely the
-,. . : collection of cartographic data, mission

parameters are presented which would enable
/ complete viewing of the entire surface of

Sthe Earth in a period not exceeding 16 days.

The problems of atmospheric drag on the
spacecraft are quantified and a solution

Stilising UK-10 ion thrusters to compensate
for such drag is suggested.

- - Propellant Supply, Power Generation,
Attitude and Orbit Control, Spacecrafti - - Structure and Thermal Control sub-systems

S____ ____ _ are discussed and strategies are suggested
| : which best fit mission requirements.

An instrument design, based upon the OMI
instrument is presented along with a viewing

Figure 18. Scout Payload Performance from strategy which would enable the mission
Vandenburg AFB. requirement of complete Earth coverage in 16

days.

The ground segment which would support the
5.2.3 Little LEO mission is briefly assessed and possible5 3 L e LO sites are suggested which could be used as
Little LEO is a launch vehicle intended to Mission Management and Control Centre and a
be used exclusively for placing mini Data Acquisition Ground Station network.
satellites in Low Earth Orbit, hence the
name. There is some doubt now as to whether Finally launch opportunities are assessed
the vehicle will actually fly. But if it and observations on the viability of several
does eventually become operational estimated launch systems are made.
figures for its performance are -700 kg to
300 km high inclination for -$15 Million. No This paper does not go into the minutiae of
data is available for payload envelope details that such a project would require to
dimensions. be assessed. Instead the broad problems are

identified and where possible quantified and
strategies for meeting and overcoming such
problems are suggested.

6.0 CONCLOSIONS
This paper assesses several aspects of a

In recent years Remote Earth Sensing has mission using a Lightsat Remote Sensing
increasingly demonstrated its usefulness in Vehicle and demonstrates the viability of
a wide range of applications. Many countries such a mission in respect of the special
and organisations regularly use remote engineering problems associated with flying
sensing data in their day to day activities, a spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit.
More uses for remote sensing data are being
found daily. It seems that the only limiting
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